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food tourism will travel for (authentic) food

Will Travel for 
(Authentic) Food
Food tourism is gaining fans, and restaurant owners, 
destination marketers and local government officials 
are taking notice. // By Maggie Hennessy

Have you ever traveled to a city just to wait in line for a tiny warm custard tart, tour 
a beloved local fish market or seek out a clandestine bar whose house-brewed beer 

isn’t sold anywhere else? Then you’re part of a growing cohort of vacationers in pursuit 
of unique, memorable food-and-drink experiences—nearby and far from home.

On average, travelers spend 25% of their budget on food and drink—a number that 
edges closer to 40% in expensive markets such as Japan and Scotland and drops as low 
as 15% in less-pricey destinations such as Africa and South America, according to 
estimates by the nonprofit World Food Travel Association (WFTA). More compellingly, 
some 93% of travelers can be considered food travelers, meaning that within the past 
year they’ve participated in a food or beverage experience besides dining out—be it a 
food tour or shopping at a gourmet food store. Still, it’s hard to put an exact value on 
food tourism’s economic impact.

“The simplest way to put it is, 100% of travelers eat and drink,” says Erik Wolf, 
WFTA executive director. “We can send them home with memories of fast-food chain 
hamburgers and coffee or local food and drink, products and experiences. No one 
travels for a Starbucks venti latte or a Big Mac.”

The lure of food
Alongside lodging and local merchants, restaurants are a key piece of the tourism 

puzzle that tells the unique story of a place, which convention and visitors bureaus tout 
in an effort to boost transient lodging. In Southwestern Michigan’s Van Buren County, 
for example, the average day-tripper will spend about $80 compared to the overnight 
guest’s $400.

“Obviously, you want to encourage those overnight stays,” says Lisa Marovec, 
director of marketing and member services for the South Haven/Van Buren County 
Convention and Visitors Bureau (CVB). “That’s the lawful objective of the CVB. It 
wasn’t recognized until more recently the role that food would play in that.”
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aBove, toP: chicago food Planet’s neighborhood 
food tours attract 25,000 unique visitors each year.
aBove, Bottom: savor seattle has been hosting viP 
tours of pike place Market since 2007.
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The challenge for CVBs is pulling coveted marketing 
dollars away from lodging members, which see themselves as 
the workhorses of that three-legged stool. Marovec is focusing 
on online storytelling for her restaurant members, from sharing 
the foot-high onion ring peg from South Haven’s Clementine’s 
restaurant on Instagram to working with bloggers Best Food Feed 
on a food-centric travel guide. As more consumers act as their 
own travel agents, she stresses the importance for restaurants to 
keep tabs on oft-loathed user-generated review sites.

“Not enough chefs understand the value of TripAdvisor 
and Yelp and replying to reviews, especially if you’re in a 
touristy area. People rely on those sites in their trip research,” 
Marovec says.

WFTA works with entities ranging from CVBs to restaurants, 
destination marketers and local governments to teach the value 
and benefits of focusing on food tourism. Yet Wolf acknowledges that connecting all 
those dots is tough.

“Some destinations think food tourism is only about agritourism (farm activities, 
which includes farmers markets) or gourmet restaurants,” he says. “In Las Vegas, for 
example, the marketing focus is mainly on high-end restaurants. What about people 
who travel there who don’t eat only at Michelin-starred restaurants?” (Per a 2016 WFTA 
survey, food travelers seeking gourmet experiences made up just 18%.)

Not only do larger, tourist-heavy U.S. cities tend to focus more on what’s “new and 
hot” in fine dining, but their biggest attractions typically aren’t food-focused. Think, 
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Millennium Park and Navy Pier (with its historically 
underwhelming food offerings) in Chicago, the 
Getty Center and Hollywood in LA, and New York’s 
Central Park and the Statue of Liberty.

Food tours uncover 
hidden gems

Shane Kost, CEO/founder of Chicago-based 
Food Tour Pros, recognized this disconnect—not 
only from the food brands striving to get their 
stories out, but from that of the tourist seeking 
more-authentic eating and drinking experiences. He 
launched food tour company Chicago Food Planet 
in 2006 to narrow that gap.

That meant going beyond the clichéd deep-dish 
pizza and Chicago-style hot dogs in favor of two- to 

three-hour dives into Chicago’s neighborhoods, history and heritage, punctuated by 
stops to sample locals-approved food and drink from locally owned businesses. Tours 
such as 3-1-Chew take participants on an insider’s tour of the trendy Wicker Park/
Bucktown neighborhoods via Middle Eastern bites from cult-fave falafel sandwich shop 
Sultan’s Market and decadent hot cocoa from celeb chef Mindy Segal’s HotChocolate.

“A tourist will come here and say, ‘I need to get X.’ But that’s not what locals eat 
here. We eat Y,” Kost says. “It’s about telling that story, instead.”

Some 25,000 unique customers take Chicago Food Planet’s tours each calendar 
year, incentivizing Kost to start Food Tour Pros in 2009, a coaching program on how 
to develop, build and market a food-tour business. The program has about 400 clients 
worldwide—60-65% of which are based in the U.S.

“We’ve tried to focus on brands getting started in small- and mid-cap cities, because 
there’s a lot of opportunity to be successful,” Kost says. “Your LAs, Chicagos and New 
Yorks have so many other things going on compared to less-saturated markets where 
there’s a lot more alignment between food tourism brands and city bureaus.”

A more meaningful return
In 2007, one such prospective tour operator was Angela Shen. A recent Seattle 

transplant living two blocks from historic Pike Place Market, she was floored that the 
century-old soul of the city’s food scene wasn’t being marketed as a tourist attraction. 
She approached the city’s tourism board with an idea to start hosting VIP market tours, 
launching Savor Seattle Food Tours soon thereafter. Now the country’s second-largest 
food tour operator and one of the longest-running (by Shen’s estimate), Savor hosts 
seven different food-and-drink tours of the city.

“Ninety-nine percent of the initial relationships I built in Pike Place I have today,” 
Shen says. “I made them from being a customer first.”

This approach lays the groundwork for a symbiotic relationship, making the 
logistics far easier. Indeed, hosting a tour is a delicate dance between ensuring a 
VIP experience for participants—no waits, solid facetime with the chef or owner—
and a fairly seamless experience for restaurant owners that doesn’t leave them 
guessing what time tours will show up, how many people will be there or what 
they’ll be ordering.

aBove, Top: Chicago Food planet’s 3-1-Chew tour 
stops at neighborhood favorites such as hotchocolate 
from pastry chef mindy segal.
aBove, Bottom: at dickie Brennan’s Palace café, 
a stop on several new orleans food-and-drink tours, 
participants sample its famous savory cheesecake 
made with gulf crabmeat and creole cream cheese on 
a pecan crust.
oPPosite, left: savor seattle tour participants 
sample frozen treats from local favorite shug’s soda 
fountain & ice cream.
oPPosite, right: tucson’s skyline
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In foodie haven New Orleans, Dickie Brennan & Co.’s restaurants are stops on both food 
and drink tours, the largest being Doctor Gumbo, hosted by NOLA native Dylan O’Donnell.

“Operationally, we need to find a mutually beneficial time for tours to arrive at our 
location—one that doesn’t adversely affect a la carte operations and one that works for 
the tour operators’ tour schedules,” says director of marketing Katherine LeBlanc.

The challenge runs deeper than logistics, however, because the restaurant aims 
in its limited-time window to both educate diners on Creole cuisine and coax them to 
return, in spite of a wealth of options for gumbo and étouffée.

“Our goal is to give these tour guests a sneak peek that leaves them wanting to 
return,” LeBlanc says. “This can be a challenge since we operate in a city where there 
are a lot of dining options. And if they’ve been to one place already, even if for just a bite 
and a drink, you need to be compelling enough to get on their list again for their stay.”

That’s where tours’ other unique value proposition come in, as Shen points out. “We’re 
bringing 12-16 engaged, hungry-of-mind-and-stomach guests into their restaurant,” she 
says. “This is their 10-15 minutes of stage time to put their best foot forward and engage 
these people who might never have walked into the restaurant. It does take work, but they 
get a higher, more engaged and meaningful return.”

Allowing participants to see dishes being made and hearing ingredient-origin stories 
firsthand gives operators tighter control over their storytelling and gives consumers an 
insider look that even most locals don’t get. (It doesn’t hurt that participants leave with 
a VIP card containing discounts and promotions at Savor’s 50-strong list of restaurants, 
purveyors, retailers and attractions.)

“There was a time and era when putting out good food with good people was 
reason enough to come to your restaurant,” Shen says. “Today, with the market being 
as competitive as it is, you need so much more. This helps bridge that gap between 
the food consumers are eating and the people behind those closed doors making it for 
them—that’s the whole reason I started.” 

MAGGIE HENNESSy IS A CHICAGO-BASED FOOD/DRINk WRITER AND CHEF WITH A BACkGROUND IN BUSINESS WRITING AND MORE 
THAN 10 yEARS’ ExPERIENCE AS A JOURNALIST AND EDITOR COVERING THE FOOD/RESTAURANT INDUSTRIES. VISIT HER WEBSITE 
AT WWW.MAGGIEHENNESSy.COM.

It takes a village
In 2015, Tucson, Arizona, became the first U.S. city 
to obtain UnESCO’s Creative Cities of Gastronomy 
designation (San Antonio received it last year), joining 
a handful of cities worldwide, including Chengdu, 
China, Burgos, Spain, and Parma, Italy. UnESCO 
established the Creative Cities network in 2004 to 
promote cooperation with and among cities that have 
identified creativity as a strategic factor for sustainable 
urban development.

Located in the Sonoran Desert, Tucson has the oldest 
continuously cultivated land in North America, dating 
back some 4,000 years—evident in ingredients such 
as the pre-Columbian tepary bean and the chiltepin 
pepper, the U.S.’s only wild native chili. “Tucson 
has this really unique cornucopia of ingredients that 
people have been using that whole time,” says Dan 
Gibson, marketing director for Visit Tucson.

It took two applications and a collective effort by the 
mayor’s office, tourism board and local restaurants 
to showcase not just the historical significance of 
the city, but how it would work to improve food 
sustainability, promote native ingredients and partner 
with other Creative Cities going forward. Since the 
designation, tourism has blossomed, growing year-over-
year each month since 2015, with room stay revenues 
up a whopping 13.5% from 2016 to 2017.

For restaurants such as Welcome Diner, which 
incorporates Sonoran wheat and tepary beans onto its 
Southern comfort-food menu, or Barrio Bread, which 
is working toward using 100% local grains, it provided 
unification behind a common goal, and a chance to 
get their stories in front of people.

“Food wasn’t even a concerted part of our tourism 
effort till the last few years,” Gibson says. “Now, press 
coverage of our food scene has exploded. It’s hard to 
even quantify what a huge difference it’s made.”


